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s u g a r y
In Chapter I we study the equivalence of boundary 
incompressibility and homntopy boundary incompressibility of 
proper surfaces in a three-manifold.
In Chapter II we study Heeraard solittinos of an 
irreducible three-manifold and additivity of Hepgaard genus.
In Chapter III we characterize a Heeraard diarram 
by a family of loops not necessarily simple or disjoint.
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1.1
On Boundary compressible surfaces.
Chapter I.
§1. Introduction.
In this chapter we will show the equivalence of boundary 
incompressibility and homotopy boundary incompressibility (see 
definitions 1 and 2) in the case of a proper two-sided incompressible 
surface in a 3-manifold. We will also construct an example to show 
that the hypothesis that the surface be two-sided is essential.
I am indebted to David B.A. Epstein for useful discussions, 
and specially for having proposed this problem.
52. Definitions and lemmas.
All maps and spaces will be piecewise linear in this chapter. 
Definition 1.
Let S be a proper surface in a 3-manifold M (i.e. S n  aM = aS) . 
S is said to be boundary com pressible in M (3-compressible) if there 
exists an embedded disc D in M such that:
i) D n  S = , D n 3M = where is an arc in 3D and
r2 = Cl(3D\r]) .
r1 is an essential arc in S (i.e. is not homotopic in S 
into 3S rel 3Tj).
Ü)
1.2
If S is not 3-compressible we say S is 3-incompressible.
Definition 2.
Let S be a proper surface in a 3-manifold M . S is said to
be homotopy boundary compressible in M if there exists a proper (possibly 
singular) arc y in S (i.e. 3y c aS) such that
i) y is homotopic in M into 3M rel 3y .
ii) y is an essential arc in S .
1*1
If S is not homotopy 3-compressible we say S is homotopy 3-incompressible.
Note that in definition 2 we have not only allowed the disc D of 
definition 1 to be a singular disc, but we have also allowed D\aD to 
meet S .
If M is a manifold we can construct a new manifold dM (the double 
of M) by glueing together,by the identity map the boundaries of two 
copies of M . dM is characterized by
i) M c. dM and ii) there exists a homeomorphism R:dM+dM 
such that R2 = id , R| = id , dM = M u R(M) and 3M = M n R(M) .
If K is any set in M , we write dK = K U R(K) . For example, if y 
is a proper arc in M then dy is a loop in dM .
{*J another way +n define it is:
S is hrmntnny 3  -incompressible if and only if]? (S, J S) <— ,> 
If  (■', OF) is injective, uere, and thr-uohout the thesis If = ft, .
1.3
Let y be a proper arc in a surface S . Then y is an essential
arc in S if and only if dy is a non-trivial loop in dS .
Proof.
i) Suppose dy = 1 in dS and let y:B -*• dS be the homotopy 
where B is a disc. Without loss of generality we can suppose y is 
transverse to 3S c. dS . Then y ^(aS) is a union of 1-spheres si , 
j = l,...,p and a single arc L .
L divides B into two discs B^  and B2 . If there is no s! 
in ij> (3S) then (y|^ ) or (iji|g ) gives us the desired homotopy
of y into 3S rel 3y . So we are going to construct a new homotopy 
i:B ->• dS with fewer 1-spheres in ¡i ^(3S) and the result will follow 
by induction.
Let sic *  ^(3S) be an innermost 1-sphere in B . Then s!
J J
bounds a disc B^  c B . Now define ^:B -*■ dS by
tl i = ij/| i and 1 = Roip I •.
' (B\int B1) '(B\int B1) B1 'B
If we make t transverse to 3S in an obvious way we get ¡j with 
fewer 1-spheres in i"^(3S) . //
Lemma 1.
ii) The other implication is obvious.
1.4
Let S be a proper surface in a 3-manifold M . Then S is 
(homotopy) 3-compressible or compressible in M if and only if dS c  dM 
is a (homotopy) compressible surface in dM .
Proof (=>)
If S is a compressible surface in M , so is dS in dM .
If S is 3-compressible and D is the disc in definition 1 , 
dD gives us the compressible disc for dS in M . By Lemma 1 3(dD)
is an essential loop in dS.
(The same proof holds if S is homotopy 3-compressible.)
Lemma 2.
(<=)
Let L be an essential loop in dS which is trivial in dM by 
the homotopy ÿ:B -*• dM where B is a disc. Suppose ip is transverse 
to 3M c DM . Then ip \sM) is a union of disjoint 1-spheres and proper 
arcs.
a) It is possible to find a new map i:B -*• dM with i(/| = i|/| n
I db I dt>
transverse to 3M such that there is no 1-sphere in i"^(3M) and ip'^ (3M) 
has the same number of arcs as (3M) .
T roof
Change ^ to ¥ as in lemma 1 in a singular case. If Ÿ is nnn singular 
let 5 C. ” (3M) be an innermost 1-snhere in 0, which bounds a disc
B1C B .  Then V  (BX) C  ? or f  (E 1 )CT Rf\ 5 uponse ^ (01 ) C T: ^ (S 1 ) 
divides the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of 'f(E^) in M into 
two discs. Let D be one of these discs. Define V to be equal to Y
1.5
in B \ int and extend this map to a homenmnrphism nf 5^ into RD 
If ue make f transverse to DFi (relOB), in an obvious uay ue
getH1 with fewer 1-spheres in 'f ( D If).
If we put ip in general position (rel sD) , the only singularities
of ip are double simple loops which can be removed without introducing 
— 1 L*>
new points in \p (aM) . (See picture 1.) Now a^ follows by induction.
Suppose ij> ^$M) consists entirely of arcs. Let A be an arc in ^_1(3M) 
and let y c 3B be such that A \j y bounds a disc B^c B with 
(int B])n *_1(3M) = 0 .
i) If ('J'j^ ) is homotopic (in S) into 3S rel 3y , let h:D ■+ S be
this homotopy and suppose D o  B = y and hi = I . Now define
| y | y
i:Bo 0-*M by tp | ^  and = h . If we make f transverse to 
3M in an obvious way, we get a new  ^ with one arc less in ^(sM) 
but with a new 1-sphere which can be removed by aj. Note that 
is homotopic to in dS .
If i|>:B -*■ dM is nonsingular then ip(y) separates S into two 
components, one of which is homeomorphic to a disc (say D). Using this 
disc define an isotopy of (dM, dS) ( which is the identity outside a 
neighbourhood of D and which sends \p to ip:P -»■ dM such that j) is 
transverse to 3M and i \sM) contains fewer arcs and some new
1-spheres which can be removed. (See picture 2 and 3.)
ii) If y is an essential arc in S our lemma is proved.
(*) Here we use surgery (see [2J, c-haptnr ¿ . ) and the fact that 
^ (B1)C r or If (B1) C- RPi.
Pictu re 1
Picture 2

1.6
If ii) never happens we can find a new map $:B -*■ dM with 
J|3B homotopic to i p 1 i n  dS , such that î(B) lies in M or 
R(M). Therefore S is homotopy compressible in M (or S is compressible 
in H if t is non-singular).
§3. Equivalence and example.
Theorem.
Let S be a two-sided proper incompressible surface in a 3-manifold 
M . Then S is 3-compressible if and only if S is homotopy 3-compressible.
Proof.
Since dS c  dM is two-sided, by the disc theorem of Papakyriakopoulos 
dS is compressible in dM if and only if dS is homotopy compressible in 
dM . Now the result follows by lemma 2.
We now construct a proper 1-sided incompressible surface in a 3-manifold 
which is homotopy 3-compressible but not 3-compressible. (In fact this 
manifold will be a Haken 3-manifold.)
Let SQ be a disc with three cross-caps 3Sq homeomor>hic 
to a 1-sphere. WeembedSo in a solid torus Y  such that 3S0 is homologous 
to 1 [m] + 6[L] where m is a meridian of Y  , i is some simple loop 
in 3V which meets m once and [ ] means the homology class in SY .
SQ is constructed by taking m , a meridian disc of V , as a 0-handle
1.7
and attaching three 1-handles in aV (see picture 4).
Now if we glue to *V* a new solid torus V ,  identifying aV 
with aw so that the meridian u of ¥  is glued to aS , we get 
the Lens space L(6,l) and = SQ u (meridian disc of V) c  L(6,l)
is an incompressible surface^\see [ 3] page 211 ).
Let S1 be a simple loop in the interior of Ve.L(6,l) such
that:
i) S1 crosses through the meridian disc u of W in a single 
point;
ii) a = (S1 r\ W) is a knotted arc in W where W is obtained by 
cutting W along U *
Let M = (L(6,1)\(regular neighbourhood of S1 in W) and
S = (M f\ S-j) . Note that S is homeomorphic to SQ .
Now we prove that (M,S) has the required properties.
i) S is a 1-sided incompressible surface in M.
Proof. Suppose there exists a disc D meeting S only in aD ,
with (aD) an essential loop in S . Since S^  is an incompressible 
surface in L(6,l) , aD is homotopic to aS in S . So in L(6,l) 
we can find a non-separating ^-sphere, which is absurd. //
(♦) This is a classical Stalling rxamrle of hrmotnnic c ^ n r p s s i h  
one-side surface in a three-ma-ifo1d , which is a- incn^rrps 
sihl® surface.
1.8
ii) S is homotopy a-compressible
Proof. There is a simple loop L in SQ c. Y  which is not homotopic 
to 3S in S and which is homologous to zero in Y - (take L as the 
boundary of a torus with a hole embedded in S ). Then L is 
homotopically trivial in Y  and therefore in M . By a homotopy in 
S , we can suppose that some arc r2 c. L lies in as c  aM . Then 
r1 = Cl(L\r2) gives us a non-essential arc in M , which is essential 
in S . //
iii) S is 3-incompressible.
Proof. Suppose not and let D , , r2 be as in definition 1.
We will show that r2 is isotopic in M (by an isotopy which keeps
ar2 fixed) to an arc in aS . But this implies that S is a compressible
surface in M , contrary to i).
%
The intersection of D with the annulus A = (aW)n M , after 
a small isotopy of D , is a disjoint union of 1-spheres and arcs. But 
since A is an incompressible surface in M (because S is incompressible) 
without loss of generality we can consider A n  D to consist only of arcs. 
There is an innermost arc in D giving us a disc B e  D meeting A along 
0 and aM in y = Cl(aB\0)c I"2 .
Since a is a knotted arc in W , y is isotopic (by an isotopy in 
M which keeps S fixed) into a regular neighbourhood of aS in aM

1.9
(see picture 5) and after this isotopy the new disc D meets A in 
fewer arcs and in one simple loop which can be removed. By induction 
on the number of arcs in A n  D we can suppose A o  D = 0 . So 
is isotopic into 3S (by an isotopy which keeps ar2 fixed) and the 
proof is complete.
Note 1.
Using the same argument as in iii) we can prove that M is a 
Haken manifold.
Note 2.
The theorem of this paper still holds if we define a relative 
form of (homotopy) a-compressible. i.e. Let A be a 2-dimensional 
submanifold (possibly with boundary) of aM , which is a closed subspace 
of aM .
Definition 3.
Let S , M , D , r-| , r2 be as in definition 1. Then S is 
A-a compressible if r^c A . (A-homotopy a-compressible if y in 
definition 2 can be homotoped in M into AcaM) .
The relative version of the lemma 2 is proved the same way, but 
changing dM to d^M where dftM is the new manifold obtained by taking 
two copies of M and glueing along A c aM by the identity map. //
2.1
A CONDITION FOR A HEEGAARD SPLITTING OF AN IRREDUCIBLE THREE-MANIFOLD 
TO BE MINIMAL AND ADDITIVITY OF HEEGAARD GENUS
CHAPTER II
§1. Introduction.
Let M be a connected, closed orientable 3-manifold. A pair (X,X‘) 
of handlebodies X and X' is called a Heegaard splitting of M if
M = X u X' and X n X1 = sX . For each Heegaard splitting of M we can
find a 1-dimensional simplicial complex r in M such that X' is a 
regular neighbourhood of r in M (we write N(r, M) or just N(r)) .
Let A be a simple loop in r and let ft = Cl(M\N(A)) .
In this chapter we will prove that.
Theorem 1.
If M is also an irreducible 3-manifold then, for any Heegaard 
splitting (X,X‘) of M either;
i) there exists another Heegaard splitting (X,X') of M with
'V
genus X < genus X or
ii) M (as constructed above) is an irreducible 3-manifold. Further-
A Lk )
more 3M is incompressible in M if genus M > 1 .
Remark 1.
In fact, in theorem 1, if M fails to be an irreducible 3-manifold,
If arc is compressible, together with the fact that fr^torus 
IT is irreducible, implies that I" is a solid torus, so genus ^ ^ 1
w
and
- 2.2
we can find a pair of meridional discs v of X and w of X' such 
that v n w = 3 v n a w = a  single crossing point and X is constructed 
by adding to X a small regular neighbourhood of w in X' .
Also, we will prove that the genus of a compact 3-manifold is 
additive with respect to connected sum, and also with respect to disc sum. 
This is a generalization of a theorem due to Haken (see [1]), in that we 
do not restrict our attention to closed 3-manifolds.
In §5 we give a characterization of unknotted arcs in a handlebody. 
§2. Definitions.
Let H be a handle decomposition of a compact connected orientable 
3-manifold M such that
M =
P i
U H.j where
"J
is an i-handle of H , i . < i
J (j + 1j=l J
and H1.
J
n H ^ P  if j t s •
Let X = U Hjj .
i . < 1 JJ
Then X is a handlebody. The standard
definition of Heegaard genus of H is given by:
Definition 1 - genus (H) = genus of X . The genus of M (we write 
genus (M)) is the minimum of genus H as H varies over all handle 
decompositions of M .
- 2.3 -
To avoid working with handle decompositions which obscure the 
geometry, let us make some definitions.
In this chapter r or l\ , will be a 1-dimension simplicial 
complex in M with (r n 3M)c ends of r , where by an end of r 
we mean a vertex of r , which is a vertex of a unique 1-simplex of r .
Definition 2 - r is said to be a trivialization of M if X = Cl(M\N(r)) 
is a handlebody, where N(r) is a small regular neighbourhood of r in 
M .
We define:
genus r = genus of X and genus (M) is the minimum of genus r 
where r is a trivialization of M .
Example.
If H is a handle decomposition of M (as above) it is easy to find 
a trivialization r of M such that N(r) = U H1.j . On the other
hand for any trivialization r it is possible to find a handle 
decomposition H of M with N(r) = U H1.j . So in both cases
'i>2 3
we have genus r = genus (H) and this implies that the two definitions 
of genus (M) are equal.
Now we can state a stronger version of Theorem 1.
- 2.4 -
Theorem 11.
Let r be a trivialization of an irreducible 3-manifold M and 
let A be any sub-complex of r with no connected component of A 
being contractible. Then either there exists r , a trivialization of 
M with genus r < genus r, or M = Cl (M\N(A)) is an irreducible 
3-manifold.
It is easy to see that Theorem T  implies theorem 1.
Our other theorem will be:
Theorem 2.
The genus of a 3-manifold is additive with respect to connected 
sum and also with respect to disc Sum.
Remark 2.
i
If M]
1. 2, M1
and
H
D £
are two oriented 3-manifoldswith ^   ^0 ,
is a new oriented 3-manifold (called the disc sum
of M.j with M^) obtained by gluing two discs Dj c j N. , i = 1,2, 
by an orientation reversing homeomorphism of with (D^  with 
the orientation induced from , i = 1,2) . Up to homeomorphism 
the disc sum is well defined once we fix the connected component 
containing in a .
In terms of trivializations the equivalent concept to "handle moves
will be as follows.
- 2.5 -
Definition 3 - We say that r1 differs from r2 by an h-move if 
there exists a disc D in M such that:
i) Cl (r^\Tj) = A^  where is a 1-simplex of aD (i t  j)
11) Dn((r,ur2)u 3M) = 3D
r is said to be equivalent to r' if and only if there exists a 
sequence r = I^,...,ru = r' such that r. differs from r.+i by an 
h-move, i = 1,..., u-1 .
Let M. = Cl(M\N(r.)) .
Lemma 1.
If r1 is equivalent to r2 then is homeomorphic to M? . 
Thus r-j is a trivialization of M if and only if r2 is a 
trivialization of M . Moreover, genus = genus r2 .
Proof.
We need to prove the lemma only when differs from r2 by an 
h-move.
Let D be the disc in definition 3. It is easy to see that 
M.j (i = 1,2) collapses to Cl (M \ N(r-|UD,M)) so that we have the 
required homeomorphism. (*)
(*) See Rouk e, C .r . , Sa-derspn,3,3., Introduct' ->n to r i^cpui'^-L ir>r 
Topology, Sprirg'r Study pdition, jprir-rr-l/erlan i"P2, p 7 .£
- 2.6 -
Remark 3.
If M in lemma 1 is also a closed 3-manifold then u D 
collapses to i\ (i = 1,2) so N(r^) is isotopic in M to N ( ) .
§3. Main lemmas.
Lemma 2.
Let D be an embedded proper disc in M and r a trivialization 
of M . Then there exists a new embedded disc D' with aD' isotopic 
to aD in aM and a new trivialization r' of M such that:
i) D‘ n r1 = 0 
ii) r1 is equivalent to r .
Proof.
Suppose r meets D transversely. The proof will be by induction 
on the number of points in D n r .
Let 6 = D n X where X = Cl(M\N(r)) and assume that D is
incompressible in X . (If not we can find a new disc D' with aD' = aD
and H (D1 n r) < # (D n r).)
Sub-lenra.
Let D be a proper embedded disc in Pr, which meets a trivializ­
ation P of r transversely. Then (with the notation above), if D ,is 
not a disc and is incompreesible in X, there exists a r,?u triviali_z 
a t i o n P  of F (equivalent to T ) with ¡^(D'D P ' )  ^ ^  (D P P ) , where 
S' is isotopic to D (rel OD) in C .
Proof
C l a i m .
There exists an arc A in D with AflPcDA, on arc G in P .
- 2.7 -
and a (possibly) singular disc B in M such that:
1. A n G = (p) = aG n aA ;
2. All singularities of B lie in aB but B is non-singular
o
over A u G c aB ;
o
3. B n (r u aM) = aB\A (see picture 1).
This claim will be proved later.
P
PICTURE 1.
Now divide aB into x ,Xi,...,x (see picture 2) where 
xQ e aG\p, xu ejA\p and aB is non-singular over the arc
v i  + i 1 v 7  + 1)
(♦) Here tup sinru’ar disc is a 1 rpady in cfnrral «-isition.
- 2.8
PICTURE 2.
Let G0,G1,...,Gu be arcs in B such that Gq = G, Gu = A ,
3Gi = {p.x^ , Gi is a proper arc in B if i / o , u and 
G i n Gj = Ip) if i t  j .
Let B. be the disc in B bounded by (G^  u x7x7 + j u G. + ^) ,
o
Let rQ = r and r. + ] = (r.M^) u G. + 1 . r. + 1 differs from
by an h-move (over the disc Bi) . Thus r is equivalent to 
o
r' = (r\G) u A and 0 is isotopic (by a small isotopy) to D' with 
#  (D* n r’) < 1 (D n r) .
Proof of the claim.
a) There exists a system of meridional discs V of X such that 
V n D is a hierarchy for D . To see this we argue as follows.
- 2.9 -
Up to isotopy any system of meridional discs V meet D along 
proper arcs or simple loops. Since D is incompressible in X the 
intersection along simple loops can be removed by an isotopy in X .
If some arc in D n V is non-essential we can find a new system
which is homeomorphic to a 3-ball, every component of (D\V) is a disc, 
unless 6 is compressible in X . This prove a).
b) Let R be the region in D bounded by an innermost separating 
arc (say A^) and suppose R does not contain aD . If all arcs in
V n D are non-separating, take R = D (see picture 3).
c) Let L be any component of aD inside R . (Such an L exists 
because is an essential arc.) * a
of meridional discs which meet D in fewer proper arcs than V does.
Since (6 cut open along D n V) lies in (X cut open along V) ,
Let v e V be a disc such that
v n L ji 0 . Among all arcs in 
v n D which meet L let A.
be an innermost one in v .
Thus there exists a disc v' c v
such that av' meets D along 
Ai . It is possible that v' 
meets D along other arcs but 
3v* meets L only once.
PICTURE 3.
(*) s«.«. uJx 3 n
- 2.10 -
Now let B = v' u (shadow of 3v' under the collapse of pairs 
(N(r), N(r) n (D u 3M)) (r,r n (D u 3M)) . We define A = u 
{shadow of 3A^  under the above collapse} .
Since v' meets L once, B is non-singular near some end p 
of A . So take G to be a small arc in r such that p = G n A , 
G c 3B and B is non-singular over G . The proves the claim.
Lemma 3.
?
Let S be an essential two sphere in a 3-manifold M and let
r be a trivialization of M . Then there exists a new essential 
2
sphere 'S and a new trivialization r' of M such that
i) 'S nr' is a single crossing point.
ii) r' is equivalent to r .
Proof.
Suppose S meets r transversely. Let X = Cl(M\N(r)) and 
S = S n X . If S is compressible in X , we can find a new essential 
sphere 'S with 'S n X incompressible in X and H ('S n r)
< H (S n r) . Note that # ('S n r) s 1 because 'S is an essential
sphere in M .
A MC0MPW5SI B L B
If s is ¿WfdMOfaM» in X and #  (Snr)> 1. lpt p be a point in 
sHP and IT = Cl (lT\N (f) ). We can aply sub-lemma 1 to O = S (“1f. A _
<1 and r to find a neu trivialization r equivalent to V , uhicb is 
transverse to S' with •# (S’ O  T' )< # ( 5  O P ) . uhere S' is isotopic tn
a in IT.
Now the proof will follow by i n d u c t i o n ^
- 2.11
§4. Proof of theorems.
Proof of theorem 2.
a) Genus is additive with respect to connected sum.
(*)
Use lenrna 3 and induction on the number of prime factors of M . //
b) Genus is additive with respect to disc sum.
Let M = M1 H D M2 be the disc sum of M-j wi th M^ and wri te
M1 = ’M. $ " M i where D o  3lMi and lMi is an irreducible
3-manifold (i = 1,2) . Then
I) M1 * D M2 S (*M1 H D *M2) H (■■M1 H "M2) .
Since 'M.| H is irreducible 0 is determined (up to isotopy)
by the class of isotopy of 3D in 3('M  ^ # ^'M^) . By leimia 2 v/e 
have:
II) genus ('M^ 'M2) = genus ('Mi) + genus ( ' )  .
Now b) follows if we apply a) and (II) to the right side of (I) . //
Proof of theorem 11
We first note that if r is a trivialization of M then 
r = (r n M) is a trivialization of M . Moreover if rQ is equivalent 
to f in M it is easy to find another trivialization rQ of M 
— equivalent to r__such that?______________________________________
(♦) Suppose that by induction thr c f u s  nf a thrrp-ma-ifn1d is +be 
sum of + he genus nf its prime factors, provided they are less 
than n factors, and that If has n>l prime factors in its decomp­
osition. By lemma 3 we can write F = Cj F^ (Pj f s \  i«l,2) 
and genus 1*1 = cenus I*. ♦ genus By uniqueness of decnmposit.
icns in prime factors the m*mber of prime factors of and 1*1 ^
= >  KO-J-S.- 3L.IJL
- 2.12 -
?0 = (ro n **) and A c r0 ‘
Now suppose that M is a reducible 3-manifold. Using lenma 3 
(for M and f = (r n M)) and the remark above we can find an essential 
sphere S in M and a trivialization r' of M equivalent to r 
with A c r' , such that r' meets S in a single crossing point.
Since M is irreducible S bounds a 3-ball B in M which 
contains at least one component (say) of A in its interior.
% %
Let r = Cl(r' B) , r is a trivialization of M , since 
Cl(M\N(r)) = Cl(M\N(r')) u B is a handlebody because oB meets 
Cl(M\N(r )) in a disc. Also genus r < genus r* = genus P  since A. 
is not contractible.
Proof of theorem 1.
As we saw, theorem 1' implies theorem 1, but we will give a new
proof of theorem 1 in order to prove the remark 1. Suppose M is a
reducible 3-manifold, and r is a trivialization of M . As in the
proof of theorem T, we can find a new trivialization r' equivalent
o
to r with A c r' and a 3-ball B with A c B such that 3B is an 
essential sphere in M which meets r' in a single crossing point.
Let Tj = r' (i B 3 A , r-| is a trivialization of B with genus
r, t 1 ; to see this we take_____________________
are less than n, and we can use nur hynnthesis.
This completes our induction.
Using again t u e uniqueness of prime decomposition, it is 
easy to see that if f = 1^ ft then genus I" = genus 1*^  ♦ . .
genus 1*1
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N(r1,B) = N(r') n B ; then Cl(B\N(r1,B)) = Cl(M\N(r')) n B .
The last factor is a handlebody since SB n Cl(M\N(r')) is a disc and 
Cl(M\N(r')) is a handlebody.
Let B' be another 3-ball. We glue B to B'along their boundary so as
to form a 3-sphere S3 = B 0 B' . Then (Cl(B\N(r])), N(r1) u B') is
3a Heegaard splitting of S . B y  the uniqueness of Heegaard splitting 
3
of S (see [7]) we can find a pair of meridional discs v' of 
Cl(B\N(r-|)) and w' of N(r^) u B' with v‘ n w' = 3v‘ n 3w‘ = a single 
crossing point. Without loss of generality we can suppose that 
v' n 3B = w' n 3B = 0 , i.e. v' is a meridional disc of Cl(M\N(r')) 
and w' is a meridional disc of N(r') .
Since r is equivalent to r' , by remark 3, X' = N(r) is 
isotopic in M to N(r') and so X = Cl(M\N(r)) is isotopic in M 
to Cl(M\N(r')) .
By this isotopy the point corresponding to (u’,w') give us the 
pair (u,w) of meridional discs as described in remark 1. //
Corollary 1.
Let M be a compact closed connected irreducible and orientable 
3-manifold then there exists a solid torus that we can drill out of M 
and we still get an irreducible 3-manifold.
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If genus (M) = 0 this corollary is true (M = S^) so suppose 
genus (M) > 0 . Let r be a trivialization of M with genus (M) = 
genus r and let A be a simple loop in r . Then by theorem 1 we can 
drill out the solid torus N(A) of M and we still have an irreducible 
3-manifold.
3
Corollary 2. (Bing characterization of S )
3
A connected compact closed 3-manifold M is homeomorphic to S 
if and only if any simple loop in M lies in a 3-Ball embedded in M .
Proof.
Without loss of generality^ Je can suppose M is an irreducible 
3-manifold. Let N be a solid torus such that Cl(M\N) = M is an 
irreducible 3-manifold. By hypothesis N is contained in a 3-ball B .
~ A ^ 3
Since M is irreducible aB bounds a 3-ball in M therefore M = S . //
Proof.
§5. Unknotted arcs in a handlebody.
Lemma 4.
Let r and r1 be proper arcs in a 3-manifold M such that r
is equivalent to r1 . Then r is isotopic to r1 in M ._________________
t*) Suppose T = ff 1*1. , where each of P". is an irreducible three-
kmV. 1 ^
manifold. Suppose = 1^0 I*1 is h omomorphic to I* ^ without th*> 
interior of a finite mpmber of a three-ball in 1*^ .
Let K be a simple loop in * fl. If F is not contained in a
three-ball in l*i , then = Cl (1*1 ^ \ * (K) ) is an irreducible *hree-
-marifold (by irreduc ibi 1 ity of snd ff ( . ^  l'n i) is the drcomp-
osition of P. = Cl (M\ r.(K) ) into prime factors. Since K bounds a
Proof.
Let r0 = r ,  r ^ , . . , r  = r ’ be a sequence of h-moves.
a) If ri is not a proper arc then i\ must be homeomorphic
1 i o
to S. v I.. where is a I-sphere in M and 1^  is an arc in M
with al. = (I. n sl) u n aM) .
Suppose B.j x [0,1 ] is embedded in M such that, 1
i) JJO X o is a disc in aM and B1 X o II CD x [0,1] n
H) h  - I M » [0,1], Pi
0
e B^  and
iii) s) n B. X [0,1] is a proper arc A.1 in B.j x {11 ,
aA. ~ f ci ,C^  } •
2
1^  be two disjoint proper arcs in 3Bi X [0,1] with
Cj e 31  ^ , j = 1, 2 .
1 2
Let rl = (S ^ \ ) u Ij u 1^  . Note that up to isotopy of M r! 
is independent of our choice of the embedding of B * [0,1] in M 
and of our choice of iJ , j = 1, 2 .
b) If i\ is a proper arc define = r.. . 
Claim.
If r. differs from r. by an h-move then r! is isotopic to
three-b^ll B in M, which by an isntony nf f up can s u p ^o s p  B C I*)
ue have (Cl (53\ N(k ) ) ) U ( H f O  fceino a-o+hrr dfcnmpo?itinn
1fa, into prime factors, this time with n + 1 factors, which is a 
ccn bradiction.
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Since the relation of "differs from" is symmetric we have only 
3 - cases to consider.
i) r. and i\j are proper arcs in M .
ii) r. is a proper arc but iv is not.
iii) ri and are not arcs.
i) follows from the fact that
((r. u 0, (r. u D) n ;)M)) collapses to (r^.Dr.) or (lj.iuv)
where D is the disc of the h-move of i\ to . Cases ii) and iii) 
follow by taking a suitable choice of r! and in which it is easy 
to see that rj differs from rj by an h-move. //
Theorem 3.
Let X be a handlebody and r a proper arc in X . Then r is 
an unknotted arc if and only if n(X\r) is a free group.
Proof.
By induction on genus X = g .
If g = 0 this is a theorem due to Papakyriakopoulos see [5] .
Proof.
o>
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If g > 0 , the hypothesis that ir()^ ,r) is a free group implies 
that r is a trivialization of X . So lemmas 2 and 4 allow us to 
change r so as to avoid some meridional disc D of X . Now the 
result will follow by the inductive hypothesis. //
Another version of this theorem is:
Theorem 4.
Let X be a handlebody of genus g and X' = X u H , where
2
H is a 2-handle. If tt(X') is a free group on (g-1) generators 
then X' is a handlebody.
Proof.
Take r a proper arc in X' such that N(r) = H2 . Since 
tt(X') is free, aX* is compressible and lemma 2 gives us the inductive 
step. For g = 1 the theorem is true since there exists no fake 3-ball 
of genus 1 . //
(*) A
Let B be the disc in D, determined by an innermost non-essential
* A
proper arc of D f\\J in C. If veil is the meridian disc which meets 
in this arc, then the l-undarv of a regular neighbourhood of v fiB 
in X provides us with two new discs v^ and Vjt which each meets D in 
fewer proper arcs than v does. Let ' M = U ( V\\vj) a-d
= <v,( u ( u \ V i )  . ' V or ' ' \l is a system of meridian discs of 
X (this is trivial when X is a solid torus and for the genera’ case 
cut X open along V M v f  ), in the conditions required.
3.1
CHARACTERIZATION OF HEEGAARD SPLITTING BY A FAMILY OF 
LOOPS NOT NECESSARILY SIMPLE OR DISJOINT.
CHAPTER III
§1. Introduction.
Any orientable closed connected 3-manifold M is built by gluing 
two handlebodies of genus g , and , along their boundary.
This manifold is determined uniquely (up to homeomorphism) if there is 
given a family of simple disjoint loops {v^,..,Vg} in aX^  such that
i) H, (3X,)MV H(v,
=’V
where H(v^,..,v ) is the subgroup of H^(aX^) generated by the 
homology classes of (Vp..,v } in aX^
ii) is sent by the gluing map : 3X^  -*■ 3X2 into a trivial
loop in X2 .
In this chapter we will prove that this manifold is determined 
uniquely (up to homeomorphism) if there is given a family of loops 
{w^,..,wk} which satisfies the conditions i) and ii), even though 
{w^,..,w^} are not necessarily simply or disjoint.
- 3.2
52. Theorem.
The precise statement of our result is:
Theorem.
Let (X.j,Xl) be a Heegaard splitting of NL (i =1,2) ,
(i.e. M.j = X^  u XI , X.j n X! = aX^  , X^  and X^  are handlebodies.)
Let {Wj,..,wk} be a family of loops in aX1 satisfying 
conditions i) and ii), and suppose there is a homeomorphism g:X^  -*■ 
such that g(w.) n. 1 in X£ . Then is homeomorphic to .
This theorem will follow from the lemma.
Lemma 1. *i)
Let i.j : S + X be two embeddings of a closed surface S into 
the boundary of a handlebody X . If there exists a family of loops 
(w.|,.. ,wk) in S such that
i) (H1 (S)/H(w1 ,..,wk)) = Zg (g = genus X)
ii) {w^,..,wk) c (Kernel of i* : tt(S) ■+ tt(X)) n (Kernel 
of j*:ir(S) + tt(X) ) .
Then Ker. = Ker.
1 * J*
There is an algebraic version of this lemma (see §3).
Proof.
Let M be the manifold obtained by gluing two copies of X 
(say X and X') by the homeomorphism i o(j|3y)”  ^ : 3X ■+ aX’ .
We will consider S as embedded in M and i (j) as the inclusion 
map of S into X (X1) .
If i# (j^ , ) is the induced homomorphism of 
then by hypothesis we have
(j) in homology,
H(w1 ,..,wk) = (ker i„ ) = (ker ) .
Thus there is a family of loops (e^,..,e ,f|,..,fg} in S
with <e.j >fj> = > <e^,ej> = <f^,fj> = 0 lsi.jig . (< , > means
the intersection number) and each e. represents an element of
Ker. n Ker. (i = 1 ,g)
' ★ J*
So we have:
1. H1 (M) =ZZg and by duality H2( M ) = Z g 
and
2. The natural map : n2(M) H2 (M) is onto. This follows
from the fact that for each ei there exists a singular two sphere
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in M which meets S along e^  . Since <e^,fj> = 6  ^ these spheres 
represent a base of ^(M) .
2
By the sphere theorem there exists an embedded two sphere S
L^\ 2
in M which represents a non-trivial element of (^(M) , i.e. S is 
a non-separating two sphere in M . Therefore,
1 9
M = (S x S ) H M' , and using Mayer-Viecton's sequence we can 
see that (M') and the natural map : ^ ( M 1) -*• (M') is onto.
By induction it will follow that:
M = m  (S1 x S2)] H M .
9
Since genus M = g and the genus of a 3-manifold is additive with
V
respect to connected sum, we must have genus M = 0 . Thus 
M = ^  (S1 X S2) .
Claim.
For any Heegaard splitting (X,X ' ) of genus g 
there exists a family of loops of {v.j,..,v } in S 
is a system of meridional loops of X and X' .
Proof.
1 9
If g = 1 then M = S x S and our result is trivial.
of M - #g(S] x S2) 
= 3X = 3X1 which
( * )  Here ue u s c f ' p  versi-^ p f  the sp^* : f Theorem in . chant,pr f
and u? use the V p i - e \  -if “ ip na*ural -ap : (Ir) — * ^ ( " O  as
the left Tf^-invsriant subrr'-'up o f  Ifj  ( r )*
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If g > 1 then M admits an essential separating 2-sphere S2
embedded in M which by Lemma 3, p.2.10, can be supposed to meet S
the connected sum is made using the sphere S . By applying the 
inductive hypothesis to each NU , our claim will follow. //
By our claim we must have
§3. Remarks.
Remark 1.
An algebraic version of lemma 1 is: 
Lemma 11
Let G be a sub group of it(S) with
Suppose there exists a normal subgroup N of tt(S) such that
in a single essential separating loop. So M = where
Ker. Ker.
//
H-, (it(S))
= Z9 , g = genus of S
M G )
group of rank g (say F^ ) and if G c N . Then N
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is unique
(H^(G) is the image of G in *(S)
[ir(S) .tt(S)]
This lemma is equivalent to lemma 1 because any subjective 
homomorphism f:-rr(S) ->• could be obtained as a homeomomhism of 
S with 3x , where X is a handlebody (see [31).
Remark 2.
In general there is no homeomorphism j : S -> aX such that 
 ^ *
j(w£) - 1 in X, JL = l,...k., for loops Wj,...,wk in S , even
when
H,(S)
-----------  = with <w.,w.> = 0
H1 (w1 ,..,wk) 1 J
For example consider w-j = a-| , w2 where
{a-j .a^ .B-j »Bgl is a standard base of S (genus S = 2). (i.e. and 
B.j are simple loops in S(i = 1,2) and they have only the base point 
in common and <a-| ,»2 > = <B-|»B2 > = 0 <a^,B^> = 1 •
To see this, note that if there exists such map, j(a-|) will bound 
a disc in X . By looking at the intersection of this disc with the 
homotopy of j ^ )  to the constant map we get jff^) ■ j(a2B2^  " ^
X and then j*:it(S) -*• *(X) does not map onto u(X) . //
(*) ITake a homotopy of j (tJj) to a constant map in X (say,^ : D >X 
transverse to a proper embedded disc in X (say D ), t e boundary 
of which is j
Since q is homotppic to j (iJj) ue can suPbnse
that meets 3 0 ^  in only tun crossing points, separating
^ f ( D D )  into tun arcs A 1 and A^. Thpn thpre exists a unioue 
proper arc L in 'V'1 ( D ^ C D .  y  (L) is ho-notonic in 0^ (r^l 
( 5 L) ) tn an *rc A C  C^. Thprpfore +hp loons A^ U A ard
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